ISIS fidayee plotting to avenge Prophet barh labed

Suicide bomber detained in Russia

RAMEEZ KHAN | NEW DELHI

The Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) has detained an ISIS terrorist in Russia, who was planning a terror attack against a Central Asian country for insulting the Prophet Muhammad.

The FSB said in a statement that the suspect was arrested on August 18 in Russia, and from there he was later arrested in Moscow. The FSB said it had been monitoring the suspect for a long time and that it had obtained evidence indicating that he was planning to carry out a terrorist attack against a Central Asian country for insulting the Prophet Muhammad.

The FSB said it had obtained evidence indicating that the suspect was planning to carry out a terrorist attack against a Central Asian country for insulting the Prophet Muhammad.

The FSB said it had obtained evidence indicating that the suspect was planning to carry out a terrorist attack against a Central Asian country for insulting the Prophet Muhammad.
The general secretary of Uttar Pradesh Congress Mahesh Joshi said that he is in the past record and service for the party he has been considered and has again granted him the membership of the party.

PNS | HARIDWAR

A local in Haridwar police station was arrested for gambling and arrested in the Haridwar police station. The polygraph test conducted at the station also determined the presence of illegal substances in the arrested person. The general secretary of the state police has also directed the department to take action against such incidents.

PNS | HARIDWAR

The government of Uttarakhand has decided to build a new sewerage treatment plant (STP) in the area near the proposed location. The government has also said that the police are very serious about the cases of STP that falls near the proposed location.
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U’hand CM advocates for tailor made central schemes for State
Participates in Central Zonal Council meeting in Bhopal; pitches for increased ecosystem services & large floating population

**Congress demands CBI probe in UKSSSC exam paper leak case**

The Congress party staged a protest rally against the allotment of Subordinate Service Selection Commission (UKSSSC) examination paper leak case. The party leaders and workers there were led by Minister for Civil Supplies & Public Distribution, Arun Singh who is also the party’s state president. They demanded that all the force leaders of the UKSSSC examination paper leak case be handed over to the CBI for investigation.

**Manhandling of Youth Congress leader : Congress holds protest at Pauri collectorate**

Uttarakhand News: Congress leader demanded a CBI probe into the question paper leak case of the UKSSSC. The Congress party staged a protest rally against the allotment of Subordinate Service Selection Commission (UKSSSC) examination paper leak case. The party leaders and workers there were led by Minister for Civil Supplies & Public Distribution, Arun Singh who is also the party’s state president. They demanded that all the force leaders of the UKSSSC examination paper leak case be handed over to the CBI for investigation.

**Authorities using dog squad to find missing people buried beneath the rubble**

Seven persons still missing in Dehradun district in the cloudburst triggered landslides on early morning of Friday

**The State Disaster Response Force (SDRF) has started airlifting a dog squad to find seven missing persons in the cloudburst triggered landslides on early morning of Friday.**

The SDRF has selected a leading dog squad of the state to conduct a search operation for the missing people. The SDRF has already sent a dog squad of the Central police dog squad under Dehradun district to find the bodies of the missing people. If the SDRF has already been trying to find the bodies of seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment, however, due to continuous rainfall, the SDRF has to use dogs to find the bodies of the seven missing people. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment.
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**AAP protests against UKSSSC question paper leak case**

The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) has started a protest against the allotment of Subordinate Service Selection Commission (UKSSSC) examination paper leak case. The party leaders and workers there were led by Minister for Civil Supplies & Public Distribution, Arun Singh who is also the party’s state president. They demanded that all the force leaders of the UKSSSC examination paper leak case be handed over to the CBI for investigation. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment. The SDRF has also started a search operation for the seven missing people by using human hands and mechanical equipment.
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Seven persons still missing in Dehradun district in the cloudburst triggered landslides on early morning of Friday

**The State Disaster Response Force (SDRF) has started airlifting a dog squad to find seven missing persons in the cloudburst triggered landslides on early morning of Friday.**
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**Ready for ‘long battle’ to ‘unite’ country, says Rahul**

Cong former chief reaches out to civil society ahead of his ‘Bharat Jodo Yatra’

Pioneer News Service

A head of the big party’s ‘Bharat Jodo Yatra’ (yatra) campaign, Rahul Gandhi on Monday reached out to civil society and leaders of the national level social and cultural organisations. Rahul Gandhi addressed a gathering of the national level social and cultural organisations, and leaders of the civil society in New Delhi and said that the ‘long march’ is to build a ‘united’ country where people of all religions and languages live together.

He said that the yatra is a call to unite, that is, to make a united and advanced country. The yatra is not only an event to be undertaken, it is a commitment to be fulfilled.

**Will hear scope of powers of Centre, Delhi Govt over Delhi services**

Pioneer News Service

Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal on Monday said that the Delhi government will hear the scope of powers of the Centre and Delhi government over Delhi services.

“The Delhi government has never taken a decision without consulting all stakeholders. This government believes in the role of consultation and the principle of no action without consultation. We believe in inclusive governance and we will ensure that every voice is heard,” Kejriwal said while addressing the gathering of the national level social and cultural organisations.

**Terrorism, fundamentalism, AfS among agenda in SCO meet**

Pioneer News Service

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh sought on Monday to end legal and diplomatic row by terrorism and fundamentalism-related terror threat and security issues in the SCO countries. The SCO (a Moscow-based economic and security bloc and region’s intergovernmental organisation) is a major international organisation that combines countries in the area of the Asia-Pacific region.

Defence Minister of China and a high-level delegation arrived here on Monday to attend the SCO Defence Ministers Meeting. Rajnath Singh said that the SCO countries should work together to promote peace, security and prosperity in the region.

**Jordan upbeat on Pakistan’s participation in Judo Yatra**

Pioneer News Service

Amman: Pakistan’s participation in the Bharat Jodo Yatra is an indication of the strengthening of Pakistan-Jordan ties, said Pakistani Ambassador to Jordan Abdulaziz Bhatti here on Monday.

Bhatti interacted with a group of Pakistani journalists and said that the ‘long march’ is a call to unite the country.

**UK academicians oppose Delhi HC against denial of entry into India**

Pioneer News Service

New Delhi: A group of UK-based academicians on Sunday called on the Delhi High Court against denial of entry into India.

They sought intervention of the bench to allow a group of UK-based academicians to participate in the 2022 elections in India.

**Covid-aﬀected too at risk of neurological, psychiatric disorders**

Pioneer News Service

New Delhi: Covid-aﬀected too are at risk of neurological, psychiatric disorders, said a study published in the Lancet Psychiatry journal.

**SC seeks Gujarat Govt response on Teesta’s baiutra**

Pioneer News Service

New Delhi: The Supreme Court on Monday sought the Gujarat government’s response on the Teesta sovereignty issue and the state’s response to the question that the Centre is entitled to 90% of the river’s water.

**In SHOTs: New Delhi against job protests**

Pioneer News Service

New Delhi: The government has written a letter to the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC), opposing the job protests and demanding that the BMC take appropriate action against the protesters.

**92% of students planning to go to Australia for further studies**

Pioneer News Service

New Delhi: An overwhelming majority of students planning to go to Australia for further studies have said that they are planning to go there for further studies.

The survey, conducted by Universities Australia, found that 92% of students planning to go to Australia for further studies said that they are planning to go there for further studies.
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Another soldier injured in fidayeen attack on Pargal pass passes away

One more soldier injured during the Uri-style attack on Pargal pass in Uri region was hospitalised on Sunday after being injured during the fidayeen attack on the Uri region of Jammu and Kashmir. The soldier who died on Saturday had been identified as Hakir Ahmad. The fidayeen attack, which took place on Saturday, was carried out by a group of armed men who were said to have entered the Indian Army and Army personnel were killed. The attack took place near the border between India and Pakistan.

The attack on the soldier was carried out by a group of armed men who were said to have entered the Indian Army and Army personnel were killed. The attack took place near the border between India and Pakistan.

Killing of IAF men: Yasin Malik rejects court's legal aid offer, insists on physical appearance

After the Jammu and Kashmir (Reorganisation) Act (J&K) chief declined the offer of the court's legal aid offer, the lawyers of the Kateh Army soldiers have filed a plea in the Supreme Court seeking a change in the trial court. The plea was filed by the lawyers of the Kateh Army soldiers who were killed in the Uri attack on Saturday. The lawyers sought a change in the trial court to a higher court due to the presence of accused in the case.

The lawyers of the Kateh Army soldiers have filed a plea in the Supreme Court seeking a change in the trial court. The plea was filed by the lawyers of the Kateh Army soldiers who were killed in the Uri attack on Saturday. The lawyers sought a change in the trial court to a higher court due to the presence of accused in the case.

Patton cops beat protesters on way to Raj Bhavan

Patton cops beat protesters on way to Raj Bhavan

Bihar Speaker Ram Nath Kovind has been to meet Governor Draupadi Devi Bali in Patna on Sunday after receiving a request from the governor to take action against the supporters of the opposition party in the state. The governor had earlier requested the state government to ensure that the protest by the opposition party in the state does not escalate into violence.
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Bihar Speaker Ram Nath Kovind has been to meet Governor Draupadi Devi Bali in Patna on Sunday after receiving a request from the governor to take action against the supporters of the opposition party in the state. The governor had earlier requested the state government to ensure that the protest by the opposition party in the state does not escalate into violence. The opposition party had been protesting against the state government's decision to withdraw the Patna University Bill in the state assembly.
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High moral values and ethos guided us through the freedom movement and the same became the hallmark of our national journey ever since.

T he President of Mexico, Andrés Manuel López Obrador, has set up a five-member panel in Mexico, including the Mexican Health and Social Development Secretaries, and the President of the Senate, to work on a global plan to end AIDS in the country. One India highly rated as this is a laudable step that India has acquired international recognition for its efforts to restore the health of patients and serve the people of the world. India is known for its adherence to ethical, moral, and human values. Where else in the world, do you find a country that has been characterized by a constant emphasis on the sacrifices of the future on the path of progress and development? India has been characterized by a constant emphasis on the sacrifices of the future on the path of progress and development. One India highly rated as this in a laudable step that India has acquired international recognition for its efforts to restore the health of patients and serve the people of the world. 

The pace of human-centered progress and development depends on ideas and their leadership. India's challenge is to prove-dedicate itself to serve them-selves and the country and to become a model for the world of leadership.
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The writer is a Professor (Emeritus) of the English Language and Literature Department.

Let’s take a look at some of the key takeaways from the report:

- The report highlights the importance of promoting digital literacy and numeracy skills among children.
- It emphasizes the need for targeted interventions to address disparities in learning outcomes.
- The report stresses the importance of teacher professional development and support.
- It advocates for the use of technology to enhance learning experiences.
- The report underscores the role of family engagement in supporting children’s learning.

The report provides practical recommendations for policymakers, educators, and parents to improve learning outcomes and ensure that every child has access to quality education.

More trouble for Congres...
Aurobindo’s evolution from a nationalist revolutionary to a spiritual Indian was profoundly divided.
Russian shelling across the entire front line has forced an atomic plant wound four kilometers from the border to evacuate all of its employees, reported on Monday, an official with the Nuclear Power Plant at Zaporizhzhia, near the Russian border.

The unprecedented evacuation order comes during one of the most violent phases in the war in Ukraine's Zaporizhzhia region, where Russian troops have been allied with the separatists in the self-proclaimed Donetsk and Luhansk People's Republics.

The Nuclear Power Plant at Zaporizhzhia is Europe’s largest nuclear power plant, with seven reactors generating electricity that is exported to Ukraine and neighboring countries.

On Monday, the plant operator announced that all of its employees had been evacuated due to the ongoing Russian shelling. The plant has been operational since 1985 and produces 8.7 gigawatts of electricity, sufficient to meet the needs of 8 million people.

The evacuation order was announced after a series of Russian shelling incidents that have targeted civilian infrastructure in the region, including homes, schools, and hospitals.

In a statement, the nuclear plant operator said: "As a result of the ongoing shelling in the area, we have been forced to take the extraordinary decision to evacuate all of our employees from the site."

The evacuation measures were also taken in response to reports of Russia preparing to launch a large-scale offensive in the region.

The plant's director, Oleksandr Zaliy, said: "The safety of our employees is our top priority. We have followed all of the safety protocols and procedures to ensure their safety."

The nuclear plant is located near the city of Zaporizhzhia, which is under control of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic, a Russia-backed separatist group.

The plant's importance in the region cannot be overstated, as it provides a significant portion of Ukraine's electricity needs. The Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant has been in operation since 1985 and is now one of the most critical infrastructure facilities in the region.

The plant's director, Oleksandr Zaliy, said: "The safety of our employees is our top priority. We have followed all of the safety protocols and procedures to ensure their safety."

The evacuation measures were also taken in response to reports of Russia preparing to launch a large-scale offensive in the region.

The plant's importance in the region cannot be overstated, as it provides a significant portion of Ukraine's electricity needs. The Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant has been in operation since 1985 and is now one of the most critical infrastructure facilities in the region.
refugees settled. Thugs have taken back the land where the few people will.

More than a year after the quake that struck southern Haiti on August 12, 2021, officials said that the ship's arrival at the Hambantota port “will serve as an important milestone for Sri Lanka in its efforts to ensure sustainable management of the Chinese vessel.”

The security and cooperation in the Indo-Pacific is a key focus for the Biden administration, and the visit of the Yuan Wang 5 is seen as a sign of continued support for Sri Lanka in its efforts to manage the China-backed Hambantota port.

The visit is also significant in terms of maintaining international cooperation in the region, where China has been increasing its presence through projects like the Hambantota port.

The visit of the Yuan Wang 5 to Hambantota port marks another step in the ongoing discussions between Sri Lanka and China regarding the Hambantota port.

Sri Lanka has been facing economic challenges and has been seeking international assistance to manage the debt burden.

The visit of the Yuan Wang 5 is likely to further strengthen the ties between Sri Lanka and China, and could lead to more discussions on the future of the port and its management.
Bijusingular reports

### Auto component industry looks to maintain double-digit growth this fiscal

The auto component industry, which is expected to maintain double-digit growth this fiscal year, is set to benefit from the government's plans to ramp up spending on infrastructure and electric vehicles.

Speaking to reporters in New Delhi, the head of an auto parts manufacturer said, “We are optimistic about the growth prospects this year, given the government’s focus on infrastructure development and electric mobility.”

The industry, which had faced a slowdown in recent years, is now looking forward to the government’s infra spending, expected to rise by 25% this fiscal, and the rollout of electric vehicles, seen as a key driver of growth.

“With the government’s push for electric vehicles, we are expecting a surge in demand for components like batteries, motors, and electronic controls,” said the executive.

The industry has been lobbying for policy support and tax incentives to make electric vehicles more affordable.

“Lowering import duties on components and providing subsidies to manufacturers will be crucial in making electric vehicles competitive,” he added.

### Godrej Agrovet signs MoU with 3 NE States for promotion of oil palm cultivation

Godrej Agrovet, one of the leading agri-chemical companies in India, has signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with three northeastern states to promote oil palm cultivation in the region.

Godrej Agrovet, a subsidiary of Godrej Industries, plans to invest Rs 1,000 crore to establish oil palm plantations in Meghalaya, Nagaland, and Tripura over the next five years.

The company will provide technical expertise, seedlings, and training to farmers in these states, aiming to create a sustainable source of income for them.

“India is a net importer of palm oil, and the northeastern states have ample land and suitable climate for oil palm cultivation,” said a company official.

“With this MoU, we aim to promote the cultivation of oil palm in the northeast, which will not only boost the local economy but also help in self-sufficiency in edible oils,” he added.

### Banks’ AT-1 bond issuances likely to decline to ₹20,000 crore in FY23

The issuance of Additional Tier-1 (AT-1) bonds by banks is expected to decline significantly compared to the all-time high of ₹25,000 crore in FY22, according to a report by SBI Capital Markets.

The report attributes the decline to several factors, including regulatory changes, lower demand from banks, and the rise of other funding options.

“Banks are likely to rely more on other sources of funding such as commercial paper and debentures to meet their capital requirements,” said the report.

### Rupee ends flat at 79.84 against US dollar

The rupee closed at 79.84 against the US dollar on Friday, as the government sold off reserves to support the currency.

Auctions to liquidate the rupee's reserves, which had reached a six-month high, were stopped by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to prevent a sharp depreciation.

The rupee had earlier moved higher after the government sold off reserves to support the currency, but then slipped back as the RBI intervened to sell dollars.

“RBI's intervention to sell dollars has contained the rupee's fall, but the market is still watching for any further moves by the central bank to support the currency,” said an analyst.

### LHC Housing Finance's first lending rate of 0.50% per month

LHC Housing Finance, a leading non-banking finance company, has launched its first lending rate at 0.50% per month.

This is the lowest rate ever offered by any NBFC in India, aimed at attracting more home buyers in the current high-interest rate environment.

“The low lending rate is a sign of confidence in the economy and the future of the housing finance sector,” said the company’s managing director.

### Autoparts companies to boost sales growth in NCR

Autoparts companies are planning to boost sales growth in the National Capital Region (NCR) to capitalise on the increased demand for automobiles in the region.

A leading autoparts manufacturer in NCR said, “We have seen a significant increase in demand for auto parts in the NCR region, driven by the growth in the automotive industry.”

The company is planning to open new distribution centres and increase its presence in the region to meet the growing demand.
Bhrefat, CoA favours reforms in AIFF

---

Recent Indian skipper Shashank Bhatia and the Committee of Administrators (CoA) on Tuesday sought that the reform process in the national football team is not delayed and that the new team doesn't have to copyright from FIFA.

The CoA’s statement is a reaction to the fact that the CAF is in the process of registering the team for the upcoming 2022 FIFA World Cup in Qatar. Bhatia, in his statement, said that the reform process is not only delayed but also from the point of view of the FIFA registration process, the team’s registration is not going to happen on time.

Bhatia’s statement comes at a time when the Indian football team is in the process of building a new team for the upcoming World Cup. The team is currently under the guidance of CoA-appointed coach Antonio Carbajal, who has been tasked with the responsibility of building a team that can compete at the highest level.

In addition to Bhatia’s statement, CoA has also called for the reform process to be completed as soon as possible. The CoA has informed the court that the team will not be able to participate in the World Cup if the reform process is not completed in time.

The CoA is hopeful that the reform process will be completed by the end of the year, and the team will be able to participate in the World Cup. The CoA has also stated that it is committed to ensuring that the reform process is completed as soon as possible, and that the team is not delayed in any way.
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A Mumbai came away from a tough battle against Bayern Munich with a 1-1 draw on Sunday, while Real Sociedad and Barcelona triumphed in the other two matches of the European Super Cup held here on Saturday.
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AFI is considering a bigger role for itself in the administration of football in the country despite threats from FIFA.
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Shakib Al Hasan-led Bangladesh was a “great idea”.

PAIN & PLEASURE

England will play a three-T20I series against Pakistan in Karachi on November 27-29, 30 and December 3. The full schedule is as follows:

**First T20I**
- **Venue:** National Cricket Stadium, Karachi
- **Date:** November 27, 2023
- **Time:** 8:00 PM

**Second T20I**
- **Venue:** National Cricket Stadium, Karachi
- **Date:** November 29, 2023
- **Time:** 8:00 PM

**Third T20I**
- **Venue:** National Cricket Stadium, Karachi
- **Date:** December 3, 2023
- **Time:** 8:00 PM

Pakistan will host the three-match T20I series from November 27 to December 3. The matches will be held at the National Cricket Stadium in Karachi.

**India whitewash Zimbabwe**

Gill’s 1st int’l hundred vindicates Sikandar’s fighting 115 as Men in Blue win by 13 runs

**Chameera out of Asia Cup with leg injury**

The 37-year-old all-rounder has been ruled out of the tournament due to a right leg injury sustained during the match against Zimbabwe. He is replaced by Kusal Mendis in the squad.

**Eng to play 3 T20Is with Pak in Dec**

England will play a three-T20I series against Pakistan in Karachi on November 27-29, 30 and December 3. The full schedule is as follows:

**First T20I**
- **Venue:** National Cricket Stadium, Karachi
- **Date:** November 27, 2023
- **Time:** 8:00 PM

**Second T20I**
- **Venue:** National Cricket Stadium, Karachi
- **Date:** November 29, 2023
- **Time:** 8:00 PM

**Third T20I**
- **Venue:** National Cricket Stadium, Karachi
- **Date:** December 3, 2023
- **Time:** 8:00 PM

Pakistan will host the three-match T20I series from November 27 to December 3. The matches will be held at the National Cricket Stadium in Karachi.

**Sriram takes charge of Bangladesh, Domoto exits T20I setup**

Bengaluru-based coach Sriram, who will replace Zaheer Khan, has been appointed as the head coach of the Bangladesh men’s T20I team. Zaheer Khan tendered his resignation after the team lost all three T20Is against Afghanistan.

**Losing Shaheen Afzal is big setback for Pakistan: Saqlain**

Pakistan head coach Saqlain Mushtaq has already begun preparing for the upcoming T20I series against Afghanistan. “Shahid Afridi’s injury is a big setback for us,” Saqlain said. "He is a match-winner for us, and if he is not fit, we will have to look for another option.”

**India’s backhanders**

India whitewash Zimbabwe in the three-match ODI series played in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) earlier this year. The series was held in the UAE due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

**‘This (Afriada) is my country’**

The Afriada family, who are skilled cricketers, have expressed their support for the Afriada Foundation, which aims to promote cricket in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The foundation was established by the Afriada family, which is one of the most prominent families in cricket in the UAE.

**Shakib Al Hasan’s return to the Test fold**

Shakib Al Hasan has been recalled to the Bangladesh Test team for the upcoming series against Pakistan. The former Bangladesh captain was last seen in a Test match in 2019.